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	Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is a project-oriented book that demystifies building interactive, database-driven websites. The focus is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible. In the first two chapters you will set up your development and testing environment, and then build your first PHP and MySQL database-driven website. You will then increase its sophistication, security, and functionality throughout the course of the book. The PHP required is taught in context within each project so you can quickly learn how PHP integrates with MySQL to create powerful database-driven websites.


	
		Each project is fully illustrated, so you will see clearly what you are building as you create your own database-driven website. You will build a form for registering users, and then build an interface so that an administrator can view and administer the user database. You will create a message board for users and a method for emailing them. You will also learn the best practices for ensuring that your website databases are secure. Later chapters describe how to create a blog, a product catalog, and a simple e-commerce site. You will also discover how to migrate a database to a remote host. Because you are building the interactive pages yourself, you will know exactly how the MySQL and PHP work, and you will be able to add database interactivity to your own websites with ease.




	What you’ll learn


		
			Download and use a free development and test platform.
	
			Create interactive database-driven websites.
	
			Learn how to make website databases secure.
	
			Create sophisticated projects, such as blogs and e-commerce sites.
	
			Create user friendly and secure interfaces.
	
			Migrate a site to a remote host.





	Who this book is for


	Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is for web developers who wish to begin designing database-driven websites. The book is an excellent choice for people who have HTML and CSS skills but would also like to learn MySQL and PHP. For readers who have little or no knowledge of PHP, the book will teach enough PHP to complete all the projects in the book. Web developers who are ready to move beyond the basics or who have not kept up-to-date with their MySQL and PHP knowledge will also benefit from Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases. College and university I.T. teachers will find that Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is an excellent set text, the projects would form a basis for students to adapt for their course work.
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Sketching User Experiences:  Getting the Design Right and the Right Design (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
There is almost a fervor in the way that new products, with their rich and dynamic interfaces, are being released to the public-typically promising to make lives easier, solve the most difficult of problems, and maybe even make the world a better place. The reality is that few survive, much less deliver on their promise. The folly? An absence of...
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Learning Data Mining with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Python to analyze data and create insightful predictive models


	About This Book

	
		Learn data mining in practical terms, using a wide variety of libraries and techniques
	
		Learn how to find, manipulate, and analyze data using Python
	
		Step-by-step instructions...
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere Pro in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2004
Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours offers practical advice from an author with a strong writing background, solid teaching experience, and extensive television production credentials -- TV anchor, reporter, photographer, and editor plus recipient of a regional Emmy award and two Society of Professional Journalists 1st place awards....
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Photoshop Finishing TouchesPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're primarily interested in finishing touches--the million  creative ways you can use your favorite software to improve, polish,  and add pizzazz to your images--this is the book for you! The first  book devoted exclusively to the topic, Finishing Touches for Photoshop  CS2 offers a treasure chest of creative finishing techniques. With...
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Source-Synchronous Networks-On-Chip: Circuit and Architectural Interconnect ModelingSpringer, 2013

	This book describes novel methods for network-on-chip (NoC) design, using source-synchronous high-speed resonant clocks. The authors discuss NoCs from the bottom up, providing circuit level details, before providing architectural simulations. As a result, readers will get a complete picture of how a NoC can be designed and...
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Wireless Networking HandbookNew Riders Publishing, 1996
Many organizations utilize traditional wire-based networking technologies to establish connections among computers. These technologies fall into the following three categories:

• Local area networks (LANs)
• Metropolitan area networks (MANs)
• Wide area networks (WANs)

LANs support the sharing of...
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